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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The world is flat, and it never sleeps. That is how businesses function in today's digital world. Most 

companies have a geographically distributed mobile workforce that works around the clock. As a 

result, businesses require continuous access to data and therefore IT infrastructure to be seamless in 

order to manage highly available, scalable functions without any disruption. While performance and 

capacity objectives change over time, the underlying storage infrastructure is expected to provide data 

and storage availability, resiliency, and reliability as environments are modified or upgraded. The 

window for performing operations such as backup, maintenance, system upgrades, or software 

refreshes is almost nonexistent. Most of these operational tasks must run in parallel with mission-

critical production workloads. 

From a storage perspective, scale-out approaches such as storage clustering are gaining popularity to 

enable 100% online upgrades and technology replacement for the underlying storage infrastructure. 

Five years ago, NetApp introduced clustered Data ONTAP (cDOT), which provided a foundation for 

storage clustering at scale. A central design point of clustered Data ONTAP has been nondisruptive 

operations, keeping data available to businesses at any time. NetApp FAS systems powered by 

clustered Data ONTAP are complemented with an extensive range of software and professional 

services that are compatible with both clustered Data ONTAP and legacy deployment. 

IDC spoke with two NetApp customers — Mansfield Oil and an insurance and annuity products firm that 

requested anonymity — that have implemented clustered Data ONTAP. Both customers have 

experienced many benefits, both economic and operational, from this transition. The interviews 

highlighted how NetApp customers have saved time and money by moving to clustered Data ONTAP. 

Highlights include:  

 Both customers have benefited from reduced or no planned downtime for upgrades and full 

system refresh. 

 For Mansfield Oil:  

 The average time for general maintenance and upgrades was cut by 50% (in comparison 

with NetApp 7-Mode). 

 Deployment of cDOT takes one-third the time and 50% less IT staff (in comparison with 

other non-NetApp solutions deployed within the company). 
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 For the insurance and annuity products firm: 

 The average time per new storage deployment went down significantly, from three to five 

people for 7-Mode to one to three people for cDOT. 

 The average deployment time for cDOT required one to two IT staff compared with the two 

to four required for a similar competitive deployment. 

Both customers are extremely pleased not only with the high availability of data for business, 

scalability, and nondisruptive operations but also because IT staff can now concentrate on strategic 

initiatives as opposed to simply maintaining the storage environments. 

IN THIS WHITE PAPER 

This white paper focuses on the business value and return of investment (ROI) that a customer could 

achieve if they chose to implement NetApp's clustered Data ONTAP. It identifies critical steps and 

support that NetApp offers to customers migrating from Data ONTAP 7-Mode to clustered Data 

ONTAP. This white paper examines two NetApp customers that leveraged clustered Data ONTAP to 

meet the requirements of data growth. 

SITUATION OVERVIEW 

Today, the IT infrastructure as well as the role of IT administrators across the organization are 

undergoing a transformation from a purely service focus to a strategic focus. Organizations are 

increasingly examining how infrastructure assets are managed and operated and also how the role of 

the IT staff needs to evolve. Much of this transformation is coming from how businesses operate in 

today's 3rd Platform era. Businesses now operate 24 x 7 and end users as well as customers expect 

service availability at all times. Operations such as backup, maintenance, system refreshes, or 

upgrades that were typically performed during off business hours now have to be performed in parallel 

to business operations. There is little to no room for downtime because that can have a direct financial 

impact on the business of a midsize or enterprise organization. 

The current digital era, termed as the 3rd Platform by IDC, is expected to generate 44ZB of data by 

2020. Businesses of all sizes are bearing the brunt of this data growth owing to a largely mobile and 

social workforce. An around-the-clock business will typically generate enormous amounts of data. 

Increased data equates to increased management time and in effect increased costs. Today's IT 

organizations have tight budgets, and most organizations strive to do more for less. IT organizations, 

large and small, are continually looking for cost-effective storage that will lend itself to modern IT 

requirements: high availability, scalability, performance, and nondisruptive operations. The aim for 

most organizations is to have faster time to market via an agile and automated IT infrastructure with 

connectivity to the cloud. As day-to-day business requirements become more demanding, IT 

organizations need to respond. As a result, companies are looking at adoption of scale-out storage, 

also known as clustered storage, as an alternative to traditional monolithic scale-up storage. 

The Age of Clustered Storage 

Clustered storage solutions use a clustering and/or data distribution mechanism that spans multiple 

participating server hosts or array controllers. Such solutions are commonly known as scale-out 

storage. 
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A scale-out storage architecture is one where both performance and capacity can (in most cases, and 

ideally) be expanded independently of each other over the life of the system. Most modern scale-out 

solutions leverage a shared nothing architecture in which the performance and/or capacity 

characteristics of the system can be modified by the addition or removal of "nodes." These storage 

nodes contain their own compute and storage resources, contributing these resources to the overall 

system via a distributed software layer. Scale-out architectures often use a high-speed network for 

sharing state information, for shared data packets, and to host connectivity information among all the 

nodes. 

Clustered storage solutions create a dynamic storage pool and will support balancing data growth as 

needed. While clustered scale-out storage is a relatively new architecture (as opposed to scale-up 

architecture), this technology brings many advantages and value to its users:  

 Capital costs for initial investments of scale-out storage will be lower when refreshing 

traditional monolithic storage architectures. 

 The technology provides flexibility of scaling performance and/or capacity independently as 

per requirements. 

 Nondisruptive system or component upgrades or replacement allow businesses to function 

normally. 

IDC's fall 2014 Storage User Demand Study reports that all of the abovementioned benefits of scale-

out storage are critical considerations for most IT organizations when purchasing storage infrastructure 

(see Figure 1). 

FIGURE 1 

Purchasing Criteria for Storage Systems 

 

n = 1,035 

Source: IDC's Storage User Demand Study, fall 2014 
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respondents are expected to purchase scale-out storage solutions in the next 12 months (see Figure 

2). 

FIGURE 2 

Demand for Storage System by Class 

 

n = 562 

Source: IDC's Storage User Demand Study, fall 2014 

 

NetApp's Solution Powered by Clustered Data ONTAP 

NetApp, one of the leaders in the storage industry, has been offering enterprise storage solutions for 

decades. These solutions have a reputation for high performance, scalability, availability, and 

reliability. NetApp's storage and data management solutions have been widely deployed in 

datacenters by organizations of all sizes. NetApp's storage solutions are most known for ease of 

deployment and management. 

In 2010, NetApp introduced clustered Data ONTAP and, in doing so, added a scale-out storage 

offering to its portfolio. This new scale-out and scale-up storage offering promised higher levels of 

availability, performance, scalability, and reliability. It also offered system upgrades or refreshes to be 

made in a nondisruptive manner. NetApp's scale-out storage solution is based on its FAS storage 

arrays and clustered Data ONTAP, along with a suite of software to enable several functionalities. The 

FAS storage arrays offer a variety of configurations including hard disk drive (HDD)-only, hybrid, and 

all-flash arrays (AFAs). This new platform was designed to cater to the growing requirements of the 

3rd Platform. NetApp's clustered Data ONTAP offers many features that are increasingly important to 

any business. The features are not only technically advanced but also offer greater business value to 

organizations. In the sections that follow, we look at the benefits clustered Data ONTAP offers. 

Business Value of Clustered Data ONTAP 

 Availability. NetApp's storage solutions feature a common operating system as well as a 

common hardware architecture. NetApp's clustered Data ONTAP enables management of 

tens of petabytes of data from a single pane of glass. NetApp has reported up to 6-9s or higher 

availability of its solution through data gathered via AutoSupport, a global remote automation 

and predictive guidance solution offered by the company. 
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 Scalability. NetApp's clustered Data ONTAP supports 12 highly available (HA) pairs or 24 

nodes to be clustered under a single namespace (totaling up to 103PB). Storage can be 

virtualized across multiple HA pairs. It also supports a mix of all-flash, all-HDD, or hybrid flash 

array (HFA) storage nodes in the same cluster as well as different size controllers. For 

example, FAS8080 EX and FAS8040 can be in the same cluster. In addition, all NetApp FAS 

systems support clustering. 

 Nondisruptive operations (NDO). One of the most inherent features of clustered Data ONTAP 

is its ability to provide nondisruptive operations. Virtually any administrative operation can be 

completed without downtime. Examples of such operations include (but are not limited to) 

backup, capacity expansion, hardware upgrades, software and firmware upgrades, technology 

refresh, maintenance, performance, and capacity tuning. Controller upgrades are done in 

place without copying data. NDO is intrinsically engrained in clustered Data ONTAP for high 

availability as well as transparent and reliable data movement and management. 

Features That Enhance Business Value 

NetApp offers a variety of software that supports and enhances the abovementioned business values. 

A combination of data protection and continuity software, along with data-efficient technologies as well 

as management features, address the abovementioned business value topics. The idea behind 

offering such tools is to put the focus back on business operations and expansion rather than storage 

infrastructure becoming a bottleneck for growth. Some of these features are discussed in the sections 

that follow. 

Data Efficiency 

 Data deduplication and data compression. These efficiency features are supported across 

multiple applications and storage tiers including primary, backup, and archival data. 

 FlexClone. Aimed at improving design cycles and service levels, this software allows users to 

test and develop applications by creating instant and space-efficient data replicas. 

 Snapshot. Snapshot provides point-in-time copies using minimal storage space without 

performance impact. 

Data Protection and Continuity 

 RAID-DP. NetApp's implementation of RAID 6 protects against data loss associated with 

double disk failures and is optimized for deployment in the WAFL environment. 

 MetroCluster. This software combines array-based clustering with synchronous mirroring to 

deliver continuous availability and zero data loss beyond the datacenter in configurations up to 

200km apart. It therefore protects against the major causes of datacenter downtime such as 

power, cooling, and network faults as well as site-impacting metropolitan disasters. 

 SnapMirror. Providing fast and efficient data replication and disaster recovery (DR), this 

software can run in both virtual and traditional environments in multiple configurations 

(including hybrid cloud). SnapMirror can be tuned to achieve specific recovery point objectives 

(RPOs), ranging from minutes to hours. 

 SnapVault. This software enables data protection by copying only the data blocks that have 

changed since the last backup, instead of entire files, and, in doing so, reduces storage 

footprint. NetApp's Snapshot software then copies the data to provide low-overhead disk-to-

disk backup. 
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Flash 

 NetApp all-flash FAS systems: These systems are used for high IOPS and consistent 

submillisecond latency. Data ONTAP FlashEssentials are flash innovations and optimizations 

built into clustered Data ONTAP running on all-flash FAS systems  

 Hybrid flash systems: For storage solutions requiring a balance of performance and capacity, 

clustered Data ONTAP software in hybrid flash systems combines flash performance with hard 

disk drive economies. Deploy low-cost SATA disk drives as a primary HDD tier to minimize 

cost, space, and power and then use NetApp Flash Pool or Flash Cache intelligent caching to 

deploy flash in hybrid flash systems. 

Quality of Service 

 Quality of service (QoS) managed at the LUN, file, volume, or SVM level ensures that storage 

objects predictably deliver defined performance as configurations scale, regardless of what is 

happening with other workloads on that same system. 

Manageability 

 OnCommand Insight offers advanced analytics that monitor and track cost and usage data. It 

provides detailed reports for showback and chargeback to simplify the performance, 

configuration, and capacity management of multivendor storage environments as an 

integrated, end-to-end storage service. In addition, OnCommand Insight can be integrated 

with IT service management solutions for streamlined service delivery. 

 OnCommand System Manager is a fast, simple configuration and easy-to-use management 

tool that is used to provision volumes, LUNs, virtual machines, and so forth.  

 OnCommand Unified Manager provides a dashboard where you can view the health of the 

NetApp storage. It can also be integrated with NetApp Workflow Automation to automate 

various tasks. 

Secure Multitenancy 

 Secure multitenancy for cloud deployments can isolate and protect virtual machines and 

groups, clients, business units, and security zones and layers. It thus provides integrated, 

secure data protection and efficient, always-on infrastructure with elastic scalability. It also 

provides a unified cloud architecture and storage management for separate applications 

and/or customers. 

Multiprotocol Support 

 FAS arrays allow simultaneous connectivity for block- and file-based protocols. The arrays 

support block protocols such as iSCSI, Fibre Channel, and Fibre Channel over Ethernet 

(FCoE). NFS, CIFS, and SMB support is offered for file-based protocols. NetApp also offers 

support for pNFS and SMB 3.0 on its arrays. 

Protect Existing Infrastructure Investments 

 FlexArray is a storage virtualization software that is able to virtualize and cluster third-party 

storage arrays, thus allowing customers to protect their investments in existing infrastructure. 

Future Proofing with NetApp's Data Fabric 

According to IDC's fall 2014 Storage User Demand Study, many organizations are currently using 

cloud-based services of some kind (either private, public, or hybrid); 22% of respondents who have not 

yet adopted cloud-based storage services will be considering their adoption in the next 12+ months 

(see Figure 3). 

http://www.netapp.com/us/system/pdf-reader.aspx?cc=us&m=ds-3582.pdf&pdfUri=tcm:10-121337
http://www.netapp.com/us/technology/flash-storage/flash-story/hybrid.aspx
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FIGURE 3 

Use of Cloud Services 

 

n = 1,021 

Source: IDC's Storage User Demand Study, fall 2014 

 

As end users continue to adopt cloud-based storage services, NetApp has further strengthened its 

offerings via Data Fabric, which will allow customers to achieve a degree of uniformity across many 

disparate cloud resources. Data Fabric will allow consistent data migration and efficient data transport 

between different cloud resources such as hybrid, public, and private cloud. Customers have the ability 

to move data from public cloud — for example via Cloud ONTAP for AWS — to private cloud and back. 

Embarking on a Clustered Data ONTAP Migration 

Migration is typically perceived as a nightmare by most IT personnel. But it does not have to be. Often, 

the perceived concerns revolve around up-front time and financial investments, downtime and its 

impact on business, process planning, unforeseen situations, and so forth. However, a planned and 

well-thought-out migration with vendor support can be smooth, making the real-world migration 

experience a dream come true. For example, NetApp customer Mansfield Oil migrated to clustered 

Data ONTAP from NetApp 7-Mode and experienced a short window of downtime of 30 minutes to an 

hour at most. NetApp offers tools such as Transition Advisor and 7-Mode Transition Tool to help 

understand and plan the transition process. The key is to get a clear identification of the systems, 

workloads, applications, groups, and requirements associated with the 7-Mode environment and to 

then prioritize logical groups for transition. Figure 4 is a representation of NetApp's advice for 

customers that are planning a transition to clustered Data ONTAP. 
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FIGURE 4 

Customer Transition to Clustered Data ONTAP 

 

Source: NetApp, 2015 

 

NetApp's Customer Experience 

IDC had the opportunity to speak with two NetApp customers that migrated from 7-Mode to clustered 

Data ONTAP. Both companies gave a detailed account of the migration experience and how they have 

benefited from it. The common benefits both customers experienced from migrating to clustered Data 

ONTAP are listed in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Customer Benefits of Migrating to Clustered Data ONTAP 

 cDOT 

Eliminated downtime with upgrades — adding or removing controllers, nodes, and storage shelves ✓ 

Eliminated downtime with full system refresh ✓ 

Eliminated downtime with maintenance ✓ 

Faster execution of business transactions ✓ 

Improved application performance ✓ 

Improved uptime ✓ 

Improved/easier management ✓ 

Reduced time per new storage deployment ✓ 

Reduced time to run analytical queries ✓ 

Reduced time to run batch processes ✓ 

Source: IDC, 2015 
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Mansfield Oil 

IDC interviewed Hercu Rabsatt, director of infrastructure and services management at Mansfield Oil. 

Headquartered in Gainesville, Georgia, United States, Mansfield Oil is an $18 billion energy company 

— one of the largest in North America. The company is said to deliver 3.5 billion gallons of petroleum 

products, biodiesel, ethanol, and so forth to customers annually. Such a company has to have a rock-

solid supply chain to be able to transport and deliver such large volumes of energy products. To 

manage, maintain, and stay ahead of competition, Mansfield Oil had but one objective in mind for its 

storage infrastructure: Business applications have to be highly available, with no room for planned or 

unplanned downtime. 

Rabsatt is of the opinion that, prior to the migration to NetApp's clustered Data ONTAP, Mansfield Oil 

was not operating at the level of efficiency that it should have. More often than not, the IT staff had to 

deal with storage outages (planned and unplanned), which hampered smooth business functions. 

According the Rabsatt, as the company continued to grow at a rapid pace, its IT department needed to 

think like an enterprise-minded IT shop with a thorough plan for high availability, disaster recovery, 

scalability, and ease of management. The company's IT had to move away from the traditional 

break/fix role to an organization that offers reliable IT customer service to Mansfield Oil's core 

business. In effect, IT and the underlying storage technology had to become invisible while putting the 

focus back on business. 

The decision to migrate from 7-Mode to clustered Data ONTAP was a relatively easy and logical move 

for Mansfield Oil. The company was experiencing strong data growth, and after a brief consideration of 

competitive products, Mansfield Oil decided to migrate to NetApp's clustered Data ONTAP to take 

advantage of scalability and nondisruptive operations and to future proof the company's IT 

infrastructure. The company deployed the FAS8040 storage array with clustered Data ONTAP and 

now runs all its mission-critical applications on the new solution. Serving as tier 1 storage, the NetApp 

solution supports the company's in-house-built enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications and 

runs delivery analytics using analytics software running on Microsoft SQL Server. The NetApp solution 

also supports the company's collaboration tools using Microsoft's SharePoint and Lync Server. 

Mansfield Oil is a long-standing NetApp customer with more than 500TB of storage on NetApp storage 

solutions today. About a year ago, the company had close to 350TB of storage, which indicates that 

data growth within the company is fairly strong. 

Rabsatt believes that NetApp's clustered Data ONTAP has been a game changer 

for Mansfield Oil. He states that migrating to clustered Data ONTAP has given the 

company the opportunity to utilize its time in better and more efficient ways. 

Mansfield Oil's IT department is now able to look at what the entire organization 

is doing as opposed to just looking at the NetApp solution. The company is now 

able to report on application performance, understand any shortcomings in real 

time, and monitor virtual storage and appliances instead of just maintaining 

storage as it did before implementing clustered Data ONTAP. Table 2 shows the 

significant advantages Mansfield Oil has observed since the transition to 

clustered Data ONTAP. 

Rabsatt believes 

that NetApp's 

clustered Data 

ONTAP has been 

a game changer 

for Mansfield Oil. 
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TABLE 2 

Mansfield Oil Time to Deploy Storage Resources: 7-Mode Versus Clustered  

Data ONTAP 

 With 7-Mode With cDOT Change (%) 

Average time for general maintenance (hours) 4 2 -50.0 

Average time to add controllers and capacity (hours) 5 2 -60.0 

Source: IDC, 2015 

 

Mansfield Oil has seen significant business value and return on investment via this migration process. 

IT can focus on business-related questions and provide quick and detailed insights about data and 

application workload performance instead of just maintenance. Based on the data collected by IDC, 

Figure 5 shows that Mansfield Oil's estimated savings by migrating to clustered Data ONTAP instead 

of implementing another comparable scale-out storage solution are significant. 

Rabsatt indicated that the migration process was smooth, with no surprises. He advises that designing 

the process is key to a successful migration. In the future, Rabsatt intends to explore the cloud via 

NetApp's Data Fabric to manage data growth. 

FIGURE 5 

Mansfield Oil IT Time and Resource Spend on Migration 

 

Source: IDC, 2015 

 

Insurance and Annuity Products Firm 

IDC interviewed a senior technical administrator at an insurance and annuity products firm. 

Based in Iowa in the United States, the firm is a holding company with approximately 1,800 employees 

and $700 million in revenue. The company has an operating subsidiary that underwrites and offers a 
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wide range of life insurance policies and annuities to individuals and businesses. The subsidiary also 

offers property and casualty insurance, and combined, the firm operates in more than 18 Midwest and 

western states in the country. The firm's main business is serving customers-facing catastrophic 

situations, and this means timeliness and uninterrupted business operations are critical. A company 

operating in multiple states serving thousands of individuals and businesses requires a smooth-

functioning and highly available storage infrastructure that is seamless to business but easy to 

manage, maintain, and scale for IT administrators — without exception. 

The firm has been a long-standing NetApp customer (for approximately eight years), a relationship that 

began with deploying FAS2000/FAS3000 using the Data ONTAP 7-Mode. As the company grew, the 

risk of a potential downtime of any kind (planned or unplanned) meant direct financial impact on 

business as well as lower quality of service to its customers. The firm was at a point where monthly 

planned outages were becoming a barrier to servicing existing customers and business expansion. 

The existing infrastructure included legacy mainframe and EMC SAN. Combined, all the storage 

infrastructure was struggling to keep up with the data growth, higher business volumes, and increased 

demands of service availability from business. The senior technical administrator stated that 

historically, the company had a four-year refresh policy for its storage infrastructure. As business was 

growing, so was the data. It was time for the company to look for ways to expand its storage 

infrastructure without any forklifts and downtimes. 

About two years ago, the firm took a closer look at the existing infrastructure and the projected data 

growth and decided that the time had come to make a change. The company decided to migrate to 

clustered Data ONTAP to take advantage of the scalability and availability benefits. In doing this, the 

company also upgraded the underlying hardware to the latest FAS3250 storage platform. The firm has 

about 1.5PB of storage capacity managed under clustered Data ONTAP. The FAS3250 cluster serves 

the company's file shares as well as legal hold data. About 1,400 Microsoft Windows– and Linux-based 

virtual machines connect to this cluster over Fibre Channel. 

The senior technical administrator is of the belief that deploying clustered Data ONTAP has helped the 

company immensely. The insurance and annuity products firm is now able to handle spikes in claims 

and processing while maintaining fast access to data. The administrator also stated that having a 

solution that is highly available and that functions in a nondisruptive manner allows the company to 

focus its attention on strategic initiatives. The firm has seen many improvements in the way the 

business works after the move and benefited in the following ways from an ROI perspective: 

 The number of IT staff required for migration from Data ONTAP 7-

Mode to clustered Data ONTAP was significantly fewer than the 

number of IT staff required to implement a comparable solution. 

 The time spent by IT staff on planning, designing, and migrating to 

clustered Data ONTAP was 50% lower than that required to 

implement a new comparable, competitive scale-out storage 

solution. 

 The datacenter footprint reduced with the use of smaller form 

factor drives. 

Table 3 indicates the firm's time and IT staff requirements for migration to 

clustered Data ONTAP. The key to the migration was a thorough 

understanding of the storage environment, designing a detailed transition 

plan, and implementing the plan. 
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TABLE 3 

Insurance and Annuity Products Firm's Migration/Deployment Comparison 

Q. Can you compare the deployment/migration process of NetApp's cDOT with that of building 

out a comparable environment? 

 cDOT deployment Solutions Including 7-Mode and Competitive Systems 

Deployment time (weeks) 1–2 2–4 

Number of IT staff required for deployment 2 2 

IT staff time required for deployment (%) 50 100 

Source: IDC, 2015 

 

Based on the data collected by IDC, Figure 6 shows that the firm's estimated savings by migrating to 

clustered Data ONTAP instead of implementing another competitive scale-out storage solution are 

significant. 

FIGURE 6 

Insurance and Annuity Products Firm's IT Time and Resource Spend on Migration 

 

Source: IDC, 2015 

 

The company still has FAS6280 and FAS3240 functioning on Data ONTAP 7-Mode for SnapLock 

functionality, which is not yet implemented in clustered Data ONTAP (but is on the near-term road 

map). SnapLock is a compliance software that enables stricter data retention policies. The sensitive 

nature of the business requires the firm to follow strict data retention policies for compliance purposes, 

but the senior technical administrator indicated that the company will migrate this workload to clustered 

Data ONTAP when SnapLock is supported. 
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CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES 

Over the past decade, scale-out (clustered) storage adoption has been on the rise. Many established 

and emerging vendors are bringing new scale-out storage architectures and solutions to market that 

address the needs of the 3rd Platform. NetApp is clearly an established vendor with a strong customer 

base, solid product portfolio, and mature go-to-market strategy. The challenge for customers and the 

industry alike is successfully transitioning from legacy, installed scale-up systems to scale-out and 

scale-up architectures in an economically and operationally feasible manner. 

NetApp has incorporated clustered Data ONTAP as its scale-out storage offering across all of FAS 

storage (HDD-only, hybrid, and all-flash) arrays, giving its customers the flexibility of choosing a 

product that fits their business needs. Some of the largest perceived concerns while transitioning to 

any new storage solution are potential downtime, added costs, and use of professional services. 

NetApp has addressed most of those concerns successfully for not only the two customers (Mansfield 

Oil and the insurance and annuity products firm) discussed in this white paper but many others as well. 

NetApp has gradually replicated several 7-Mode features to the extent that most features are now 

supported or will be soon supported on cDOT. As NetApp tries to get to the point of feature parity 

between Data ONTAP 7-Mode and clustered Data ONTAP, many newer offerings on the market have 

the advantage of starting from the ground up without the legacy of an old operating system. These new 

offerings (which may lack completeness, proven track record, or the breadth of capabilities) as well as 

those from incumbent vendors have a window of opportunity while existing Data ONTAP 7-Mode 

customers evaluate the benefits of transitioning to clustered Data ONTAP or a completely new scale-

out solution. 

NetApp has a strong track record in availability, scalability, ease of use, customer service, and support 

but should expect that many other competitors will offer most (if not all) of these benefits. A general 

trend in the industry is for storage management responsibilities to move from storage administrators to 

IT generalists by enhancing the ease of use of the management console through a simple yet intuitive 

GUI. The adoption of cloud and the integration of the existing infrastructure with cloud storage services 

are key strategies for many businesses. NetApp should seek to evolve its platform and is already 

doing so through its Data Fabric strategy. All vendors face the challenge of offering the most-sought-

after features yet being unique such that they can differentiate themselves to gain mindshare and 

market share. The 3rd Platform, with a daunting rate of data growth, has in general accelerated the 

pace of innovation among the vendor community, and the industry will see newer technologies being 

introduced more often than not. 

CONCLUSION 

Today, in the 3rd Platform era, more and more revenue-generating business operations are driven by 

applications and services supported by IT. Many new technologies such as all-flash arrays, hybrid 

flash arrays, cloud storage services, and scale-out storage are continually emerging and evolving at a 

rapid pace. NetApp's vision of having a common operating system across its various FAS storage 

arrays that can be AFA, HFA, or HDD gives customers significant flexibility in deciding what 

environment best fits their requirements. The introduction of Data Fabric, which is inherently integrated 

with clustered Data ONTAP, adds to this flexibility. 

NetApp's clustered Data ONTAP offers empirically proven high availability, nondisruptive operations, 

ease of scalability, and also the ability to protect existing storage-related investments via its FlexArray 
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software. NetApp not only has been able to explain the benefits of adopting clustered Data ONTAP but 

has proven them by successfully transitioning many existing Data ONTAP 7-Mode customers. As 

enterprises continue to refresh their infrastructure to keep up with the demands of the 3rd Platform, it is 

clear that clustered Data ONTAP will be the right choice for many companies, in particular for those 

that seek to save money and time in managing and scaling their storage infrastructure. 
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